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President’s Microphone
I have said it all and this late in the year nobody is
listening anyway I’ll say more in Jan.

INCLEMENT WEATHER NOTE

We are back at AB-tech Jan meeting is the 10th,
starting in Feb meetings will be back to 1st Thursday of every month.

Club meetings are subject to the
following:

Thanks

Should Buncombe County schools close
due to inclement weather, AB-tech will
close. If that happens, our meeting will be
canceled.

Scott

BC-ARES
from Carl Smith, N4AA
BC-ARES Members:
Dick, K8SKX and I have been “experimenting” with the new nodes he put on Spivey in the past
week or two. All of this is related to connecting to an RMS Node for “radio interfacing to the internet.”
There are now TWO up there. One is on 145.630 and the other is on 145.710, and they are
“linked.” Although now operating on temporary antennas, Dick will be installing more permanent
ones shortly. He ordered antennas but had to cancel and re-order from another source when the first
ones failed to arrive.
The beauty of this arrangement is that you can go in on one frequency and come out on the
other. Here is the connection route that I have used several times now, just to confirm that it does
work. PLEASE bear in mind that using this routing may be V E R Y S L O W, but I do know that it
does work. The connection to W4DK-10 in Henderson County is slower as there are more connections
in that routing.
There is a new version of RMS EXPRESS (1.2.8.0). You may be asked to upgrade it if you
already had it installed on your computer. I mention this as there a few new windows in the new
version.
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I suggest that you create an email message to test these links. Do that on the first screen
when you open RMS EXPRESS. There is an ICON in the upper left corner you click to bring
up the message form. When finished creating the message, at the top of the window click on
the window to SEND TO OUTBOX. Then proceed with the following.
Here is the connection “route” for the two new nodes on Spivey.
TO CONNECT TO THE RMS NODE AT N4AA: (YOU TRANSMIT on 145.710):
Open RMS Express. At the top you will see a window with “OPEN SESSION.’
Click on the arrow at the right end of the window and select “PacketWL2K” then click on the
words “OPEN SESSION”
This will open a second large window. At the top left of this window you will see a
smaller window with an arrow on the right side. Clicking that arrow will show three options…
select “DIGI-PEATER”
There are three more windows across the top… for the 1 st of those three, click the line
above the windows that says “CHANNEL SELECTION” This will show you a long list of
stations that you might possibly be able to connect to. Click on N4AA-10. This will place
N4AA-10 in the 2nd window.
For the 3rd window type: BUNC1 …. (THAT IS BUNC NUMBER ONE)
For this connection, there is nothing put in the last window.
Click on START and within a few minutes, at the most, you should see that you are
connected to N4AA-10. If you had created email to anyone in the first window of RMS EXPRESS, the message would be sent thru N4AA-10 to the internet and you would be automatically disconnected.
TO CONNECT TO THE RMS NODE AT W4DK-10, Henderson County:
(YOU TRANSMIT on 145.710):
Open RMS Express. At the top you will see a window with “OPEN SESSION.’
Click on the arrow at the right end of the window and select “PacketWL2K” then click on the
words “OPEN SESSION”
This will open a second large window. At the top left of this window you will see a
smaller window with an arrow on the right side. Clicking that arrow will show three options…
select “DIGI-PEATER.”
There are three more windows across the top… for the 1st of those three, click the line
above the windows that says “CHANNEL SELECTION.” This will show you a long list of stations that you might possibly be able to connect to. Click on W4DK-10. This will place
W4DK-10 in the 2nd window.
For the 3rd window type: BUNC1 …. (THAT IS BUNC NUMBER ONE)
In the next window, type BUNC2,BRARC …
Click on START and at some point, you should see that you are connected to W4DK10.
REMEMBER, this will be a slow process
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If you can connect to Spivey on 145.630, you can eliminate some of the steps.
(YOU TRANSMIT ON 145.630): Enter W4DK-10 in the first window, BUNC2 in the 2nd
window and then type BRARC in the 3rd window. Click START and you should connect
shortly to W4DK-10.
If you can connect to Bearwallow (BRARC) directly on 145.630 it simplifies things
even more.
Put W4DK-10 in the 1st window and BRARC in the 2 nd window.
The same is true for N4AA-10. Just connect directly on 145.710, or thru BUNC1.

Setting up your Hardware Packet Station in Windows
by Paul - KK4BRD
Over the course of the next several newsletters I will be giving a setup and usage guide on
Packet stations. This first part deals with Hardware TNCs.
When you have your packet station hooked up to your computer you will need some kind of
terminal emulator to interface with the TNC modem. In Windows XP there is HyperTerminal
which works quite well, for computers running Vista or Windows 7 HyperTerminal is not included but if you know someone who is still running XP the terminal program can be copied to
a disc or flash drive and placed on your newer machine and will work just like it does in XP.
In XP HyperTerminal should be located under Communication in Accessories under All Programs. Once you open HyperTerminal you will be asked some information. This information
will vary depending upon your computer and how you hooked up your TNC modem.
The first thing HyperTerminal may ask you is do you want HyperTerminal to be the default
Telnet program? Select Yes by clicking on the Yes button.
Now it is going to ask you about Location Information you can choose to fill this out it will not
make any difference for the TNC. On the Phone and Modem Options window click OK to make
it go away.
Next is Connection Description here you will want to give a meaningful name like BC-ARES
Packet or something similar. When you click ok the next window to come up is “Connect to”
click the Cancel button and this will bring you to the terminal window.
In the top right you should see the name you selected for the connection and right below that
File. Click on File and select properties. This will bring up the connection’s properties window
where it says Connect Using you will need to choose the comm. port your TNC is attached too
this is different in every computer. When you have the appropriate comm. port selected click on
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Configure. This will bring up the properties window for the comm. port by default you will see
2400 bits per second this needs to be changed to 9600 (if your TNC will support that speed).
When done click OK to return to the previous window. Now you need to click on Settings so
we can change the Emulation type. Under Setting find Emulation and change it from Auto Detect to TTY. When done click OK.
This will bring you back to the Terminal window. Before doing anything else you should save
what you have done already by clicking File and selecting Save.
You should be able to communicate with your TNC now provided you selected the correct
comm. port during setup. With you TNC hooked up to your computer and your radio (make
sure the radio is set to a packet frequency like 145.710 or 145.630), and your antenna is securely connected to the radio go ahead and turn the TNC on.
In the terminal window you should see some kind of message indicating the terminal is connected to the TNC. For example you should see something like:
KANTRONICS 1200+ 1986-1998 Version 1.02.1
Copyright Kantronics, Inc.
…..
If you see a similar message that means all should be good. If you see nothing then the problem
could be you are not on the correct comm. port, a cable issue or your TNC needs some additional configuration on the TNC, like dip switches or jumpers. If you are absolutely sure you
are on the right comm. port try a different cable, if that doesn’t work then don’t be afraid to ask
for help from others in the club.
Once you have established a connection you are going to want to try and connect to another
packet station. If you set your radio to 145.710 there are several stations and the node that you
can try to connect too.
To connect directly to another packet station enter the following:
C “packet station ssid” <<Enter>>
In the above example a packet station ssid is the name of the station you want to connect to:
C kk4brd or C n4aa
The <<Enter>> means you need to press the Enter key for the command to run.
Now if you can see the station you are trying to connect to you will be connected relatively
quick and will automatically enter into converse mode. Converse mode is where you can type a
message to the other station, what you type is seen as text and not a command.
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To disconnect from a station you will need to enter a command.
On some TNCs you can simply type b followed by the enter key and it is interpreted as Bye and
will disconnect you. You may have to re-enter command mode by pressing Ctrl-C and then typing b and enter to disconnect.
Now what if you can’t see the station you want to connect too or the connection directly is not
very good. You can use the node or digipeater to connect to the other station. This is done similar to connecting directly:
1) C bunc1
C kk4brd
2) C n4aa v nn4bc-1
3) C n4set v n4aa
The above examples show three different ways in which to connect to a station that can not be
connected to directly. In example 1 which is the best way to connect if possible is through the
Spivey node. First you connect to the node, its name is bunc1; once you are connected to the
node you can then connect to the remote packet station that you could not connect to directly
simply by entering c “station ssid”. This works faster than digipeating. Examples 2 and 3 are
examples of digipeating, BC-ARES has a digipeater named nn4bc-1, this is slower but I’ve
found that sometimes it works better than the node to connecting to some stations. Instead of
making two connections you simply make the one connection what you transmit to the
digipeater is repeated to the packet station you are trying to connect too and the returning connection works the same way.
So for example I want to connect to Carl’s packet station but I can’t do it directly and the node
won’t connect for some reason so I try to digipeat to Carl’s station. I enter c n4aa v nn4bc-1 this
causes the TNC to send a message to the digipeater on Spivey for n4aa, if n4aa can hear the
digipeater Carl’s TNC responds to the digipeater request for connection. So essentially for me
to talk to Carl what ever I send gets sent first to NN4BC-1 which is then immediately repeated
to N4AA and vise versa when N4AA sends a message to me, it first goes to NN4BC-1 and then
to KK4BRD.
In example 3 this is an example of digipeating through another packet station that is setup to
digipeat, it works exactly the same way as example 2 with the exception that not all individual
TNCs can digipeat nor are they necessarily located at the top of a mountain.
Important note to remember when connected through the node to the other packet station when
you are done you disconnect from the remote station; with the node you have reissue the disconnect again in order to disconnect from the node. The first b disconnects from the packet station you will see a message that says Welcome Back when you see that you need to enter b
again to disconnect from the node and you will see the message saying Good-bye.
That’s the basics of using packet, looks hard and complicated but once you get it setup its not
that bad. In the January issue I will go through the steps of setting up the Signalink TNC, which
is a software TNC / external soundcard.
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WCARS Christmas Party 2012

Photos taken by Elwood - KN4ST
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North Carolina Section News - Nov 2012 (portions)
WCU STUDENTS WORK WITH HAM RADIO GROUP ON SUCCESSFUL BALLOON
LAUNCH On Saturday, October 13th, physics students at Western Carolina University successfully launched Catamount 3 , a hydrogen filled balloon from Jackson County Airport. Earlier balloons Catamounts 1 and 2 , which used GPS and cell phones only, were
launched but never found. Catamount 3 used Ham gear designed by the Haywood County ARC
and WCU s Amateur Radio club. The balloon reached a height of 15 miles and traveled 43
miles from the launch site. You can read more about this exciting experiment at http://
thereporter.wcu.edu/2012/10/wcu-community-work-together-to-launch-research-balloon
Catamount 3 is the second high altitude balloon experiment using Amateur Radio within a
year. In 2011, a student at Asheville Day School successfully launched a balloon.
MEDIA HITS Chapel Hill couple Dan Sears, KD4AGQ, and YL Marisa, KJ4TAL, had a well
deserved profile about them in the Fall, 2012 issue of MS Connection, a publication of the
North Carolina Multiple Sclerosis Foundation. Dan and Marisa have a trailer outfitted just for
Ham Radio which they use when they donate their time and services to many charitable
events. Dan and Marisa exemplify thousands of Hams across North Carolina who generously
volunteer to help many deserving non-profit organizations. Congratulations and thanks on behalf of all NC Hams to Dan and Marisa.
QUA*- Three items this month I d like to comment on. First, I had a few Hams ask what we in
the North Carolina section could do to help victims of Hurricane Sandy. As I shared with them,
the 2 in my callsign, N2COP, comes from when I lived in New Jersey in the 1980s.
As a former corporate commuter to and from Manhattan, I am familiar with almost every city
and town hit by Sandy. I told the NC Hams who asked me if we could do something that there
are so many wonderful disaster response organizations, it would be unfair to single out one.
Instead, I encourage all NC Hams to think about organizations which can use support, especially in the aftermath of a large storm like Sandy.
Disaster recovery experts will point to studies that the needs of those impacted last months and
years after the event, so it s never too late to give something.
Secondly, the Wall Street Journal has had three articles since Sandy on the overall poor state of
emergency communications response. Most criticism has been leveled against cell phone carriers for defeating in court a 2007 FCC regulation which would have required cell sites to have a
minimum 8 hour back up. Many towers are engineered for a 4 hour traffic load under emergency power. The third story in the series has been the most interesting, recommending that the
federal government set up emergency communications teams under the National
Guard. Although none of the articles ever mentioned Amateur Radio, many of the components
in providing the relief are already contained in ARES and especially in the newly evolving federal AUXCOMM program, which coordinates ARES, RACES and MARS. AUXCOMM has
proven very successful in North Carolina, and more states are adopting this model. I recommend everyone to read the Wall Street Journal article at http://online.wsj.com/article/
SB10001424127887323330604578143073045710876.html
and think more about the future of emergency communications.
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Finally, I encourage all Hams to reach out in the spirit of this Holiday season, put any grudges
aside, and celebrate our hobby and each other. Several years ago I got caught in a dispute between whether to call a club s year end celebration a Christmas party or a Holiday party. The
issue became ridiculously absurd with Hams taking sides over an evening with few religious
overtones. What should have been a convivial dinner enjoying one another s company turned
into a Hatfield-McCoy feud which lasted a couple of years. Ham Radio is a hobby and a public
service which embraces people from all walks of life. We should celebrate our differences and
different interests, and learn from one another. There is no better symbol to represent the universality of the season and to unite us fellow Tar Heels than the fact that the White House s National Christmas Tree this year comes from Jefferson, NC in beautiful Ashe County. Whether
you say Merry Christmas , Happy Hanukkah , something else or nothing else, I wish you and
your family my very best for the season ahead.
73 de Bill Morine, N2COP
ARRL North Carolina Section Manager
*QUA CW Net control signal meaning, Do you have news for me? Follow the North Carolina section on Facebook at NCARRL and on the section website at www.ncarrl.org

Antenna for sale
Submitted by Jeff - KJ4TEI
Pam Burgess - KA4VCU has a Diamond DP-CP5 antenna for sale:
Band(s):

10-80 m

Gain:

0 dB

Type:

Base vertical

Max power:

200 W

Impedance:

50 ohms, SO-239 (M)

Length:

4.6 m

Weight:

4.5 Kg

Manufactured:

198x-199x

Asking for $150.00, antenna is still in box and is assumed to be still in excellent condition and
complete. Anyone interested in this antenna should contact Pam directly via email:
hobbylady@gmail.com.
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WCARS / VEC Exam Schedule

From the Editor

Asheville - AB-TECH, Rm 134, Elm Bldg
December 1st was Skywarn Recognition Day, I
was able to make contact with the NWS office in
Miami via echolink to get one contact. I looked
for Greenville-Spartanburg NWS office but was
not able to find them.

9:00 AM on the THIRD SATURDAY of:
January, April, July and October
VE Team Leader: Bob Helton - KS4FX
Phone: 828-684-0249

It was looking like I would not make it to the
Christmas Party because of some vehicle work I
am needing done, but as it turned out I was able
to attend. There was lots of good food and
everyone had a good time.

2:00 PM on the THIRD SUNDAY of:
February, May, August and November
VE Team Leader: Steve Lankford - AG4BY
Phone: 828-768-2141

Dick - K8SKX has done a lot of work to the
packet node on Spivey. Thanks for all the work
you are doing on this it is greatly appreciated!

Burnsville - Yancey County Library
Contact:
VE Team Leader: David McCarty - W4TDM
Phone: 828-657-1044

I hope everyone has a safe and good Christmas /
holiday season and will see you in the new year.

Marion

Just a reminder to WCARS members that the
WCARS information net is held every Monday
at 9 PM all are welcomed to call into the net or to
try out being net control.

Contact:
VE Team Leader: Harriet Fullbright - K4ICU
Phone: 828-291-7521

Rutherfordton - Isothermal College

And on Wednesday nights at 9 PM BCARES net
is held, members are encouraged to call in and
participate. If you are monitoring and the net is
not called after a couple of minutes have passed
with no one starting the net; you are encouraged
to call the net and make a log of call ins. This is
good practice in case there is a real emergency
where the usual operators are not able to call the
net.

Contact:
VE Team Leader: Bruce Tessineer - AD4OJ
Phone: 828-657-5464

Waynesville
Contact:
VE Team Leader: Al Sanders - WD4A
Phone: 828-926-8244

Weaverville - Reems Creek FD

If you have something you would like to send to
Smoketest please send it to kk4brd@gmail.com.

9:00 AM on the First Saturday of:
April, July, October and December
VE Team Leader: Harley Bullman - AJ4PI
Phone: 828-645-0889
For other locations contact:
Norman Harrill
N4NH@arrl.net / 828-253-1192
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Regional Hamfests
21st Annual Winter Hamfest
When: January 5, 2013
Where: Smokey Mountain Expo Center
25E near exit 8 on I-81
1615 Pavilion Drive
White Pine, TN

The ARRL Letter
Materials in the ARRL Letter are taken from The ARRL Letter online,
full credit is given to The ARRL Letter and the American Radio Relay
League, as per republication guidelines require.
http://www.arrl.org/arrlletter

Amateur Radio in Space: NASA Now Accepting Applications for Hosting a Real-Time
Conversation with ISS Crewmembers
NASA is now accepting proposals from US schools, museums, science centers and community
youth organizations -- individually or working together -- to host an Amateur Radio on the International Space Station (ARISS) contact between May 1, 2013 and November 1, 2013. To maximize these radio contact opportunities, NASA is looking for organizations that will draw large
numbers of participants and integrate the contact into a well-developed education plan. Radio
contacts are approximately 10 minutes in length. ARISS contacts are supported by the program's
US partners -- the ARRL and AMSAT -- and their member volunteers, as well as other international space agencies and Amateur Radio partners. Proposals are due January 28, 2013.
Interested parties can visit the ARRL website or the NASA Teaching From Space website for
information about proposal requirements and how to submit a proposal, as well as links to audio
and videos of archived contacts. Five information sessions are also available for groups who are
considering submitting an ARISS proposal. Access to the Internet and a telephone line are required to connect to a session. Information on how to sign up for these sessions is available on
the ARRL and NASA websites.
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Materials in the ARRL Letter are taken from The ARRL Letter online,
full credit is given to The ARRL Letter and the American Radio Relay
League, as per republication guidelines require.
http://www.arrl.org/arrlletter

Morse Code Plays Role in New Spielberg Movie

Producer Steven Spielberg has used Amateur Radio or Morse code in three of his last four movies: Super 8 (2011), The Adventures of Tin Tin (2011) and Lincoln (2012). Members of the
Morse Telegraph Club (MTC) -- an association of retired railroad and commercial telegraphers,
historians, radio amateurs and others with an interest in the history and traditions of telegraphy
and the telegraph industry -- played an integral part in the production of Lincoln.
According to International President of the Morse Telegraph Club James Wades, WB8SIW, several MTC members -- including Tom Perera, W1TP; Derek Cohn, WB0TUA; Kevin Saville,
N7JKD, and Roger Reinke -- provided telegraph instruments to equip the 16 operating positions
portrayed at the War Department set. Jim Wilson, K4BAV, and his son Matt had roles as extras.
Wilson also worked with production staff and the actors to explain telegraph technology and the
role of the telegrapher in the 1860s.
“Nine of the 16 telegraph positions depicted in the War Department were fully operational,”
Wades said. “These instruments could be operated in any combination through the use of a specialized computer program and custom built terminal units for the process. When necessary, a
hand key could be inserted in the individual telegraph loops so messages could be improvised.”
Wades, who was employed as a Technical Advisor for the production, worked with set designers
over a period of months to develop the War Department telegraph scenes, coordinating the process of procuring the necessary instruments and serving as an historical consultant as the telegraph scenes were developed. He also worked the producers to develop historically appropriate
message traffic that fit the sequence of the script; however, as the movie was edited, he explained that the final product evolved into a more generic facsimile of Morse traffic. “Those with
a background in landline telegraphy will hear the occasional snippet of message traffic in the audio track of the movie,” he said. “We are very pleased that Mr Spielberg and his staff took the
time to treat the telegraph with dignity and respect. It is a pleasure to be associated with a high
quality motion picture that can genuinely be classified as not just entertainment, but as a work of
art.”
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FCC Seeks to Assign Entire Amateur Portion of 160 Meter Band to Primary Status to
Amateur Radio Service, Proposes New LF Amateur Band at 135.7-137.8 kHz
11/21/2012
On Tuesday, November 20, the FCC released a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ET Docket No.
12-338) that proposes to amend Parts 1, 2, 74, 78, 87, 90 and 97 of the Commission’s rules. Part
97 governs the Amateur Radio Service. These changes will implement allocation decisions from
the 2007 World Radiocommunication Conference (WRC-07) that concern those portions of the
radio frequency spectrum between 108 MHz and 20.2 GHz and make certain updates to the rules
in this frequency range.
Most of the NPRM does not concern the Amateur Radio Service, but the FCC is requesting comments on the three parts that do: changing the allocation to the amateur portion of the 160 meter
band, allocating a new Amateur Service band at 135.7-137.8 kHz and cleaning up the rules for
the 10.0-10.5 GHz band. Comments on these proposed rules changes will be accepted until 60
days after the NPRM is published in the Federal Register (this can take up to six weeks after release of the NPRM). Reply comments will be accepted until 90 days after publication in the Federal Register.
Allocation Changes to 160 Meter Band
The FCC is proposing to change the Amateur Radio Service allocation to the 160 meter band
(1800-2000 kHz), reallocating the 1900-2000 kHz segment to the Amateur Radio Service on a
primary basis. In the NPRM, the FCC noted that “the ARRL has identified the 160 meter band
and the amateur HF bands as ‘[b]y far, the heaviest-used [Amateur Service] allocations.’”
Historically, the 1715-2000 kHz band was allocated exclusively to the Amateur Service. In 1953,
the FCC removed the 1715-1800 kHz segment from the Amateur Radio Service and allocated
the 1800-2000 kHz band to the Amateur Service on a shared basis with the Radionavigation Service. Then in 1983, the FCC allocated the 1800-1900 kHz band to the Amateur Service on an
exclusive basis and the 1900-2000 kHz band to the Radiolocation Service on a primary basis for
federal and non-federal use and to the Amateur Service on a secondary basis.
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FCC Seeks to Assign Entire Amateur Portion of 160 Meter Band to Primary Status to
Amateur Radio Service, Proposes New LF Amateur Band at 135.7-137.8 kHz
The FCC stated that “[t]he purpose of allocating this band [1900-2000 kHz] to the Radiolocation
Service was to provide reaccommodation spectrum for radiolocation users that will have to move
out of the 1605-1705 kHz band when AM broadcasting is implemented in that band.” The AM
broadcasting proceeding was resolved in 2000, and a review of the FCC’s Universal Licensing
System (ULS) database finds that no one is licensed to use this non-federal Radiolocation Service allocation.
Currently, federal use of the 1900-2000 kHz segment is light, with only 10 assignments authorized to operate in this segment. “A single federal assignment authorizes land and mobile stations
in the Radiolocation Service to transmit on 1922 kHz using a necessary bandwidth of 600 Hz
within a protected radius of 193 kilometers centered on San Diego, California,” the FCC noted in
the NPRM. “All other federal assignments in the 1900-2000 kHz band are for unallocated uses,
and thus, these assignments operate on an unprotected and non-interference basis.”
The FCC is proposing to amend the US Table of Allocations and remove the federal and nonfederal Radiolocation Service allocations from the 1900-2000 kHz band and the raise the secondary Amateur Radio Service allocation to primary status because “there appear to be few (if any)
Radiolocation Service stations operating in this band,” it said. “In addition, we note [from
WARC-79] that ‘this [Radiolocation Service] allocation was made for reaccommodation purposes and not to provide additional spectrum for radiolocations needs,’ that the Commission has
concluded its AM Expanded Band proceeding that would have prompted non-federal RLS licensees to relocate to the 1900-2000 kHz band and that this band was historically allocated to the
Amateur Service on an exclusive basis.”
New Amateur Service Band at 135.7-137.8 kHz
In the US, the 130-160 kHz portion of spectrum is allocated to the Fixed Service and the Maritime Mobile Service on a primary basis for both federal and non-federal use. Delegates at WRC07 allocated 135.7-137.8 kHz to the Amateur Radio Service in all ITU Regions on a secondary
basis. Delegates also chose to restrict the use of this low frequency allocation to those Amateur
Radio stations transmitting with a maximum equivalent isotropically radiated power (EIRP) of 1
W, as set forth in RR 5.67A.
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FCC Seeks to Assign Entire Amateur Portion of 160 Meter Band to Primary Status to
Amateur Radio Service, Proposes New LF Amateur Band at 135.7-137.8 kHz
Even though there are no non-federal stations in the Fixed Service or the Maritime Mobile Service that are licensed to operate at 135.7-137.8 kHz and federal use of this portion of spectrum is
light, the FCC noted that electric utilities operate Power Line Carrier (PLC) systems in the 9-490
kHz band for “communications important to the reliability and security of electric service to the
public.” In ET Docket No. 02-98, the FCC considered allocating the 135.7-137.8 kHz band to
the Amateur Radio Service on a secondary basis and examined the potential for amateur transmissions to cause harmful interference to the PLC systems. At that time, however, the FCC declined to do so “after finding the potential for interference between amateur operations proposed
at that time and the incumbent PLCs, and noting the importance of the PLC operations in helping
maintain critical electric infrastructure.” The FCC noted the potential for some limited amateur
operations in this band under individual experimental licenses and observed that such operations
would “allow empirical data to be developed on the sharing possibilities in this band for future
consideration.”
Now that 135.7-137.8 kHz is now allocated internationally to the Amateur Radio Service on a
secondary basis in all ITU Regions, the FCC has concluded that “it is an appropriate time to reexamine the potential for shared Amateur Service-PLC use of this band.” It stated in the NPRM
that it is seeking comments on whether 135.7-137.8 kHz band should be allocated to the Amateur Service on a secondary basis in accordance with RR 5.67A.
“Because PLC systems operating under Section 15.113 of the rules serve important functions,
such as tripping protection circuits if a downed power line or other fault is detected in the power
grid, we would only consider adding an amateur allocation if we were comfortable that Amateur
Radio and utility PLC systems could successfully co-exist in this band,” it stated in the NPRM.
“We seek comment on the advantages and disadvantages, and other costs and benefits associated
with changing our rules. For example, what benefits might accrue to the Amateur Radio community? To what extent do utilities deploy PLC systems on distribution lines in the 9-490 kHz band
under our Part 15 rules, and how would those operations be affected were we to add a new secondary amateur radio service allocation in this band? What specific actions would PLC systems
operators need to take if there were a secondary amateur radio service allocation in the band, and
what are the associated costs?”
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FCC Seeks to Assign Entire Amateur Portion of 160 Meter Band to Primary Status to
Amateur Radio Service, Proposes New LF Amateur Band at 135.7-137.8 kHz
In addition, the FCC stated that is looking for comments on the whether the concept of requiring
individual amateur stations to be “quasi-coordinated” for fixed use at a specific location still
holds merit. The FCC did not pursue this option in 2003. “Are there other steps, such as limiting
operating privileges in this frequency band (e.g., to Amateur Extra Class licensees) that would
better facilitate amateur use of the band?” the FCC asked. “We also seek comment on the relevance of studies that discuss the potential for in-band Amateur Service radio transmitters to operate compatibly with PLC systems in light of any developments since our 2003 decision. In particular, we seek comment on the appropriate maximum field strength level and minimum separation distance from PLC systems for secondary Amateur Service operations in this band.”
Cleaning Up the 10.0-10.5 GHz Band Rules
With the concurrence of the National Telecommunications and Information Administration
(NTIA), the FCC proposes to amend the Federal Table by revising the “10-10.45” GHz band and
the reference to “G2” to read “10-10.5” and “G32,” respectively. In the WRC-07 Table Clean-up
Order, the FCC combined the 10-10.45 GHz and 10.45-10.5 GHz bands in the Federal Table. In
doing so, the frequency band was inadvertently not changed to 10-10.5 GHz. In addition, the reference to G32 was mistakenly changed to G2.
The FCC will also revise the text of three footnotes (US58, NG42, NG134) that pertain to the 1010.5 GHz band. First, it will revise US58 by adding the existing Amateur-Satellite Service allocation to the list of permitted non-federal services in the 10-10.5 GHz band so that this footnote
correctly lists all permitted non-federal services, and it will renumber this footnote in frequency
order as US128. Second, it will combine the text of NG42 and NG134 (which require that nonfederal stations in the Radiolocation Service not cause harmful interference to the Amateur Service in the 10-10.5 GHz band and that these stations not cause harmful interference to the Amateur-Satellite Service in the 10.45-10.5 GHz sub-band, respectively) and renumber the new footnote in frequency order as NG50.
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Solar Weather
NOAA Solar Forecasts

Sunspot Number: 82

Updated at: 2012 Dec 13

Spotless Days

Flare

0-24 hr

24-48 hr

Class M

05%

05%

Class X

01%

01%

Current Stretch: 0 days
2012 total: 0 days (0%)
2011 total: 2 days (<1%)
2010 total: 51 days (14%)
2009 total: 260 days (71%)
Since 2004: 821 days
Typical Solar Min: 486 days
Updated 13 Dec 2012

Geomagnetic Storms
Mid-latitudes

0-24 hr

24-48 hr

Active

10%

05%

Minor

01%

01%

Severe

01%

01%

Interplanetary Magnetic Field
Btotal: 4.5 nT

BZ: 4.0 nT south

The Radio Sun
High-latitudes

0-24 hr

24-48 hr

Active

20%

15%

Minor

20%

10%

Severe

10%

05%

10.7 cm flux: 112 sfu

HF Conditions

Day

Night

80 m - 40 m

Fair

Good

30 m - 20 m

Good

Good

17 m - 15 m

Fair

Fair

12 m - 10 m

Poor

Poor

VHF Conditions

Day

Night

Aurora

Band Closed

6 m EsEU

Band Closed

4 m EsEU

Band Closed

2 m EsEU

Band Closed

2 m EsNA

Band Closed

EME Deg

Fair
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HF/VHF/UHF Net

Information

Freq offset / PL

Day

6600

145.190 -

Saturday

9-PM

Many check-ins-Wide area coverage

Blue Ridge Traffic

146.610 -

Nightly

9-PM

ARES/Skywarn in bad weather

BRARC

146.640 - 91.5

Sunday

9-PM

Buncombe Cty Emerg. Mgt.

146.910 - 91.5 Wednesday

NET NAME

Local time Notes

9-PM

Directed net, ARES/RACES
CW Traffic

Carolinas Net - Early

3.573

Daily

7-PM

Carolinas Net - Late

3.573

Daily

10-PM CW - 15-18 WPM Traffic

Carolinas Net - Slow

3.571

Daily

8-PM

Daily

9-PM

146.760 -

M-W-F

9-AM

Informal, Everyone welcome

147.390 + 94.8

Monday

8-PM

Informal, Everyone welcome

7.228

Daily

7-AM

Ragchew

224.660 100

Tuesday

9-PM

Madison County Emergency Comm

224.540

Monday

8-PM

Informal, Everyone welcome

Mount Mitchell Ragchew

442.225 + 107.2

Monday

9-PM

Directed, Everyone welcome

Mount Mitchell Sunrise Net

442.225 + 107.2 Thursday

9-AM

Informal - Everyone welcome

9-PM

Informal, Everyone welcome

Franklin, NC - Winesprings Bald 147.240 + / 151.4
Good Morning
Haywood County Roundtable
K4UUQ Morning
Madison Cty-AmRadComTeam
Mount Mitchell 220

Slow CW - 8 to 10 WPM Traffic

Mount Pisgah 220

224.260

Sunday

NC Evening Traffic

3.923

Daily

6:30-PM SSB

NC Morning Traffic

3.927

Daily

7:45-AM SSB

145.190 +

Sunday

9-PM

SATERN

14.265

Daily

3-PM

Tarheel Emergency Net

3.923

Daily

147.180 + 136.5

Friday

9-PM

Info, News and Swap

146.910 - 91.5

Monday

9-PM

Informal, Everyone welcome

Oasis Shrine Radio Corp.

Volunteer
WCARS Information
???

7:30-PM Directed, NC Emerg. Mgt - Traffic

224.600

WB4PLA on Spivey Mtn. ???

W4YK

53.630 - 100

Friday

9-PM

Traders Net

147.05 - 91.5

Tuesday

9-PM

Skywarn

145.27 - 91.5

As Needed

SC Hearts / NC Hears / SW VA
Net

444.250 - 91.5

Daily

8-PM

NC Hears

444.250 - 91.5

Daily

9:30 PM

K4MFD Greenville - 440

Salvation Army Team-Emergency

???

444.200 + 173.8

Located on Bald Mtn. N. of Asheville

K4MFD Greenville - 6 Meter

53.400

Located on Bald Mtn. N. of Asheville
Linked to N2GE 224.660 & KI4DNY
224.600 fulltime

Blue Ridge Weather Watch

145.190 -

T-T
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9-PM

Directed net, Skywarn, everyone
welcomed

Regional Repeater List
Frequency / offset / PL

Location

Notes

145.190 -

Mt. Mitchell

146.520 Simplex

National Calling Frequency

146.910 - 91.5

WCARS

146.640 - 91.5

Hendersonville

146.610 -

Greenville, SC

147.105 + 91.5

Hendersonville

145.270 - 91.5

Hendersonville

145.370 - 91.5

Greenville, SC

147.390 + 94.8

Waynesville

147.315 + 123

Spartanburg

147.060 + 123

Greenville, TN

145.410 - 127.3

Greenville, TN

145.390 - 186.2

Greenville, TN

146.760 -

Mt. Pisgah

146.880 -

Shelby

147.135 +

Brevard

147.285 +

Tryon

145.330 -

Tryon

146.790 -

Anderson, SC

146.240 +

Franklin

442.225 + 107.2

Mt. Mitchell

442.450 +

Hendersonville

442.850 +

Brevard

444.875 + 131.8

Waynesville

224.520 - 91.5

Mt. Spivey

224.600 - 94.8

Asheville

224.240 -

Hendersonville

224.960 -

Hendersonville

224.540 -

Mt. Mitchell

224.260 -

Mt. Pisgah

224.200 -

Shelby

224.460 -

Shelby

224.360 -

Marshall

224.660 - 100

Madison County

53.630 - 100

Mt. Mitchell

53.130 - 100

Hendersonville

53.410 - 131.8

Greenville, SC

IRLP

Connected to 151.4 Pickens, SC
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IRLP

